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Mustang News | How Ford 3-D Prints 2020 Mustang GT500 Parts 
Justin Dugan Tours Ford’s Advanced Manufacturing Facility 

 
• Media Kit: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/69f7naj38occoao/AABKbJ-quyz-4loVtOMMhaRGa?dl=0  

REDFORD, Mi. (December 18, 2018) –  AmericanMuscle’s (AM) Justin Dugan recently visited Ford’s new $45 million advanced 

manufacturing facility to hang out with some robots and see how Ford 3-D prints parts and tools for their upcoming model line. 

While checking out the sites, Justin takes some time to meet with and interview Chief Engineer Mike Mikula, Technical Leader 

Harold Sears, Technical Expert Marty Smets, and Digital Factory Manager Harry Kekedjian. The team at Ford’s Advanced 

Manufacturing Facility use emerging technologies as a practical solution to solve challenges at the facility, make vehicles safer 

and more efficient, while staying competitive to hold Ford Motor Company’s spot as a leader in manufacturing. 

From additive manufacturing, aka 3-D printing, to augmented and virtual reality, 

Justin gets the inside scoop on how Ford uses robots to expand the capability of 

their manufacturing processes. Even though the new 2019 GT500 isn’t revealed 

in its entirety until January 14, 2019, you will get to see a few bits and pieces in 

this episode of AM’s Mustang News. 

View it here: https://www.americanmuscle.com/hotlap-dec2018.html  

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

About AmericanMuscle 

Starting out in 2003, AmericanMuscle quickly rose to be one of the leading aftermarket Mustang parts providers in the business. With the 

addition of Challenger parts and accessories in 2018, AmericanMuscle provides the most sought-after parts, accessories, and fast shipping. 

Located just outside of Philadelphia, AmericanMuscle is dedicated to offering the Mustang and Challenger communities with the highest level 

of customer service. Please visit http://www.AmericanMuscle.com for more information.  
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“Seeing some of the new methods Ford is 

using to produce parts for cars like the new 

GT500 was impressive to say the least.  The 

ability to turn a 3-D printed part into a 

production ready piece is a sign that the 

future is NOW regarding automotive 

manufacturing.” — Justin Dugan 
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